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 Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework)

The NICE Framework establishes a common lexicon to describe cybersecurity 
work and workers regardless of where or for whom the work is performed.

niccs.cisa.gov/workforce-development/nice-framework

Cyber Career Pathways Tool

Interactively explore the NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework according  
to fivedistinct skill communities and attributes for 52 work roles.

niccs.cisa.gov/workforce-development/cyber-career-pathways-tool

Cybersecurity for Students

Find resources and information for cybersecurity students, including education 
and training opportunities in the field.

niccs.cisa.gov/education-training/cybersecurity-students

CAE Institution Map

The CAE Institution map showcases the locations of CAEs designated by                 
the NSA and the DHS in the field of cybersecurity education.

caecommunity.org/cae-map

Cyber.org - Career Profiles

Cyber.org provides an overview of various cyber career profiles, offering 
information and insights into different roles within the cybersecurity field.

cyber.org/career-exploration/cyber-career-profiles

Cyber Seek - Heat Map and Pathways

Cyber Seek provides interactive tools and data to explore cybersecurity job 
demand, skills, and career pathways in the United States.

www.cyberseek.org/index.html



Security Certification Roadmap - Paul Jerimy Media

IT Security Certification Roadmap charts security implementation, architecture, 
management, analysis, offensive, and defensive operation certifications.

pauljerimy.com/security-certification-roadmap/

ThreatMap by Check Point

An interactive visualization tool that displays real-time global cyber threat 
activity and provides insights into the current cybersecurity landscape.

threatmap.checkpoint.com

Try Cyber Challenges by CISA

Try Cyber provides various cyber work role discovery/exploration micro- 
challenges, offering an engaging way to explore various cyber professions.

trycyber.us/challenges/

RING Cybersecurity Exploration

This link leads to a portal for enrolling in RING Central enterprise training 
provided by NetDevGroup.

portal.netdevgroup.com/learn/ring-ce-training/enroll/
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RING Curriculum Request Form

The NICE Framework establishes a common lexicon to describe cybersecurity 
work and workers regardless of where or for whom the work is performed.

tinyurl.com/RINGCurrReq


